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Please enable JavaScript to use this application please enable JavaScript to use this application please enable JavaScript to use this app if you use Terraform, the script below creates an IAM Datadog policy within your AWS account. Update these parameters before the script runs: variable datadog_aws_integration_external_id { default = &lt;YOUR_DD_EXTERNAL_ID&gt;Description =
aws_iam_policy_document datadog_aws_integration_assume_role data { statement { actions = [sts:AssumeRole] Basics { Type = AWS IDs = [arn:aws:iam=4646225 32012:root} Condition { Test = StringEquals Variable = sts:ExternalId = Values =[{var.datadog_aws_integration_external_id}} Aws_iam_policy_document datadog_aws_integration { {Actions = [&lt;AWS_PERMISSIONS_LIST&gt;Resources =
[*] } Resources aws_iam_policy datadog_aws_integration = Name = DatadogA WSIntegrationPolicy Policy = ${data.aws_iam_policy_document.datadog_aws_integration.json} Resources aws_iam_role datadog_aws_integration {Name = DatadogAWSIntegrationRole Description = Role Datadog AWS Integration assume_role_policy = {data.aws_iam_policy_document.datadog.datadog
_aws_integration_assume_role.json} resources aws_iam_role_policy_attachment datadog_aws_integration role = = ${aws_iam_role.datadog_aws_integration.name.} policy_arn = ${aws_iam_policy.datadog_aws_integration.arn} This is a code infrastructure, which is equivalent to the AWS CloudFormation infrastructure that allows the user to create any of the Amazon Web Services Infrastructure (AWS)
Updated and issued. Why terraform? Terraform uses APIs for the cloud provider (APIs) to provide the infrastructure, so there are no authentication technologies anymore, what the client is already using with the cloud provider. This can be considered one of the best options, in terms of maintenance, security and ease of use. The motivation behind this post is, illustrating an example of the following:
Creating a Role AWS IAM using terraform.creat IAM policy using terraform.Attach the policy to the role using terraform.creat iam instance profile. Set the role of IAM, to the EC2 instance on the fly using terraform.1. Create the AWS Role with Terraform:This is where the IAM role will be created. Parameter assume_role_policy must be given within the resource block, and there are other optional parameters
such as name, track, description etc. Terraform script: The resource block above, builds the declared TYPE resource (i.e. the primary parameter aws_iam_role) and NAME (i.e. the second parameter ec2_s3_access_role). The integration between the type and the name must be distinct. Within the cluster ({}) is the resource configuration. A resource component in terraform, creates a resource, from TYPE
(first parameter) and NAME (second parameter) when defining a resource. As a AWS_PERMISSIONS_LIST&gt;&YOUR_DD_EXTERNAL_IDIf the script is: even in the block above, aws_iam_instance_profile is the type of test_profile is the name. The combination of type and name must be unique.assume_role_policy tagged in the resource block above, and the entity is allowed permission to assume the
role. Assumes the role of politics:2. Create an AWS IAM policy using Terraform: This is where we need to select the required policy (i.e. permissions) according to the necessities. For example, allow the IAM role to access all S3 buckets within the area. Providing the policy is a required parameter, as there are other parameters such as arn, track, ID, etc. The terraform script requires:The policy parameter in
the cluster above is the IAM policy in JSON format. What the following policy does is that it allows the role of IAM to access all S3 buckets as well as to implement any kind of actions (i.e. list buckets, place objects, delete objects etc.) on those buckets. IAM Policy:3. Attach the policy to the role using Terraform:This is the place, we'll be attaching the policy that we wrote above, to the role we created in the
first step. Terraform script: aws_iam_policy_attachment in the resource block above, used to attach a user-managed IAM policy (s), role (s), and/or group (s). But in our case, it was a role. The value of the role parameter is accessed from the resource block that we created in step 1.Value of the role = $aws_iam_role.ec2_s3_access_role.name}Explanation:&gt; aws_iam_role is the type of resource block
that we created in step 1.&gt; ec2_s3_access_role is the variable name that defined.&gt; the name is that resource block property. The same applies to the value of policy_arn.4. Create an IAM instance profile using terraform:This is the resource, which must be used to mark the IAM role of the EC2 instance. As in, when we create a resource block for an EC2 instance, in order to assign a role to this
instance, it is expected aws_iam_instance_profile to be given as a parameter. Terraform script: The role parameter value of the resource block that we created was reached in step 1.5. Set the role of IAM, for ec2 instance on the fly using terraform:Here we will create a basic free level EC2 instance and attach the iam instance profile that we created above in step 4.the terraform script:Parameter tags are
defined to select or rather differentiate the EC2 instance from others. It simply represents mapping. The ami value is recovered from predefined variables that are defined on a different terraform script as described below: the following commands must be executed from the terminal in the order in question within the directory where the scripts are saved. Create a new or existing terform configuration2.
Create and show an implementation plan from the resources we're trying to provide3. Check the authenticity of Terraform4 files. Creates or changes A full list of orders is available here. Complete source code available here for grab: watch 378 Star 5k Fork 4.6k you can not perform this procedure at this time. You sign in with another tab or window. Reload to update the session. You signout in another tab
or window. Reload to update the session. We use optional third-party analytics cookies to understand how you use GitHub.com so we can create better products. Learn more. We use optional third-party analytics cookies to understand how you use GitHub.com so we can create better products. You can always update the selection by clicking on the cookie preferences at the bottom of the page. For more
information, see our Privacy Statement. We use basic cookies to perform the basic functions of the website, for example, they are used to sign in. Learn more with analytical cookies to understand how you use our websites so we can improve them, for example, they are used to gather information about the pages you visit, and how many clicks you need to accomplish a task. Learn more Watch 378 Star 5k
Fork 4.6k You can't perform this action at this time. You sign in with another tab or window. Reload to update the session. You signout in another tab or window. Reload to update the session. We use optional third-party analytics cookies to understand how you use GitHub.com so we can create better products. Learn more. We use optional third-party analytics cookies to understand how you use
GitHub.com so we can create better products. You can always update the selection by clicking on the cookie preferences at the bottom of the page. For more information, see our Privacy Statement. We use basic cookies to perform the basic functions of the website, for example, they are used to sign in. Learn more with analytical cookies to understand how you use our websites so we can improve them,
for example, they are used to gather information about the pages you visit, and how many clicks you need to accomplish a task. Learn more about the role of IAM. » Example of the use of resources aws_iam_role test_role = test_role assume_role_policy = &lt;lt;OF {version: 2012-10-17, Statement: {Action: {Action: Sts:AssumeRole, Principal:{ Service: ec2.amazonaws.com, Effect: Allow, Master: } Marks
EOF = { Key Mark = Mark = Value Tag = {} } } } • The following argument reference: Supported - (optional, supplier imposes a new role name). If deleted, Terraform will assign a unique random name. name_prefix - (optional, forces a new resource) to create a unique name starting from the selected prefix. Conflicts with the name. assume_role_policy. (Required) approach that gives the entity permission to
take over the role. Note: This assume_role_policy is very similar but slightly different from the standard IAM approach only and can't use a aws_iam_policy resource. However, a data source can be used aws_iam_policy_document, see example below how this can force_detach_policies . ( optional) determines the imposition of separation of any policy that is the role before it is destroyed. Default settings to
false. Path - (optional) path to the role. See IAM IDs for more information. Description - (optional) role description. max_session_duration - (optional) the maximum session duration (in seconds) that you want to set for the specified role. If you don't specify a value for this setting, the default maximum is applied by one hour. This setting can have a value of one to 12 hours. permissions_boundary - (optional)
ARN policy used to set permission limits for the role. Tags - Set the key value for the tags for the IAM role » Reference attributes in addition to all the above arguments, the following attributes are exported: arn - the name of the Amazon resource (ARN) that determines the role. create_date - the date of the creation of the Role of IAM. Description - Role description. ID - the name of the role. Name - role
name. unique_id - a stable and unique role selection series. » Example of using the data source for Role Data data aws_iam_policy_document instance aws_iam_policy_document assume-role-policy {statement {actions = [sts:Assumerole] Basics { Type = Service ID = [ec2.amazonaws.com] } Resources aws_iam_role instance name = instance_role path = /system/assume_role_policy =
{data.aws_iam_policy_document.instance-assume-role-policy.json} $ terraform import aws_iam_role.developer developer_name developer_name
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